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Telenor (India) Response to TRAI Consultation Paper Review of network related Quality
of Service standards for Cellular Mobile Telephone Service (5th August 2016)

Preamble

TRAI has issued this consultation paper with the objective to further stringent the benchmarks
for some of the network related quality of service parameters for wireless services. The
existing benchmarks, for which changes have been suggested, are already very stringent and
comparable or better than the international benchmarks. Moreover, all the TSPs are making
sincere efforts and making large amount of investments for meeting the specified benchmarks
for various quality of service parameters.

TRAI had issued first QoS (Quality of Service) Regulations in 2005 which was subsequently
revised in 2009. Since then, no major changes have been carried out except introduction of
financial disincentive and some additional parameters introduced for 3G services. This
indicates that the existing regulation is working effectively and has been closely monitored and
audited by the Authority on a regular basis. Thus, we support that existing QoS regulation
should be continued without any changes in the benchmarks.

QoS performance improved during the period 2014-16

There were some media reports and also consumer experiences of fall in call quality towards
the middle of Y2014 and beginning of Y2015. This may be limited to some of the networks in
some of the Metros. These perception based issues were mainly reported in Metro cities
coinciding with the expiry of licenses and migration of frequencies. Some of the migration was
across bands (900 / 1800 Mhz) along with change in quantum of spectrum held by service
providers. This migration of band lead to the need for additional base stations, however other
on-going issues pertaining to site acquisition made the task of building new sites a mammoth
task especially in these Metro areas.

This perception also got percolated to other service areas where these issues were never
observed. Since then there has been significant progress and QoS has improved for all
service providers across LSAs.

Concerns raised on lack of investments in infrastructure

TRAI has opined that perhaps by tightening the QoS parameters and also by increasing the
penal provisions of the financial disincentive for very poor performance and continuous non-
performance, the Industry would make additional investments to improve customer QoS
experience. The consultation paper presumes that enough investments have not been made
by the Industry to improve quality of service.

We believe that the concerns are unfounded as all TSPs have made significant investments
(src: Financial reports) in networks and spectrum. We at Telenor (India) have undertaken
modernization of our network and have completed 50% in the past year.
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Wireless Networks - Comprehensive review

The present consultation paper discusses the aspect of quality parameters of network and
penal provision in the event of non-compliance, the challenges in building network
infrastructure and wireless nature of the networks should also have been covered.

While mobile operators have to do their bit by investments in networks etc. but that alone will
not resolve the problem of building networks. The government should support the expansion
of network through enabling policy framework viz. National policy on Right of Way which is
uniformly implemented across all states / municipalities. Some of the policy related reasons
which hinder growth of networks are :-

• Spectrum related reasons:
o Limited availability of spectrum per operator
o Partial and geographically fragmented spectrum sold through Auctions
o Interference in Auction acquired spectrum remains unresolved for years
o Allocation of backhaul spectrum (as per TRAI recommendation)

• Permission to install towers on Govt. land in urban areas
• Poor electricity supply in rural areas coupled with diesel pilferage
• Illegal use of repeaters by un-licensed entities

In addition to the above, from the past 18-24 months, issues are faced by mobile operators in
not only securing desired locations for new tower installations but also in running of existing
sites. Some of these issues are highlighted below which shows the inability of mobile
operators to put up towers to combat with network congestion issues:

• Sealing of towers by Municipalities in urban areas
• Charging of exorbitant fees by Municipalities for tower and fibre
• Unfounded concerns of health hazard due to EMF radiation raised by site owners /

neighbors / RWAs
• Land unavailability in Cantonment areas, PSU establishments, vast tracts of

institutional areas for putting up towers thereby creating voids in network coverage

These are the multiple reasons responsible for quality of network, mostly beyond the
control of the mobile operators and require government policy support.

Some very encouraging steps have been taken by the Government/DoT particularly in Delhi
area, Postal department pan-India, AP fiber net etc. Some states like Assam, Jharkhand,
Andhra Pradesh, Kerala etc. have already issued the guidelines/notification which is relief to
our IP partners for erection of Towers. Hence, we request TRAI to reiterate its earlier
Recommendations on "Telecommunications Infrastructure Policy" dated April 12, 2011".

I. 'DoT should advise all ministries to provide, within a year, IBS/OAS solutions in all
Central Government buildings including central PSU buildings, Airports and
buildings falling under their jurisdiction & control. '

11. all State Governments should be advised to provide/mandate, within a year,
IBS/OAS solutions in all buildings including hospitals having more than 100 beds
and shopping malls of more than 25000 square feet super built area.
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QoS parameter in India - stringent enough

The existing QoS standards laid down by the TRAI are already comparable to international
standards as illustrated in the table below. Concerns raised in the consultation paper are
already taken care of in the existing Regulations on Quality. Any further stringency in the
benchmark without taking care of the on ground issues would only enhance cost to customer
and hence further increase in their dissatisfaction.

I India Australia Bangladesh Thailand Srilanka UK I Colombia Canada I Malaysia
SI No Name of Parameters

Bench Mark

1 Network Availibility

BTSs Accumulated
52 % No NA NA >99% No >90% NA

downtime (%age) No mandate
No. of BTS5 having

mandate mandate on
on NWQoS

accumulated downtime of
on NWQoS

NA NA NA
NWQoS

NA parameters NA
>24 hours in a month

parameters parameters
by

Worst affected BTSs due to
by by

Regulator

downtime (%age)
52 % Regulator NA NA NA Regulator NA NA

2 Connection Establishment (Accessibilty)

Call Set-up Success Rate No ~ 97% ( No
No mandate

(within licensee's own 295% mandate greater than 2 ~ 90% > 95% mandate on NA
on NWQoS

>95%

network) on NWQoS Years) NWQoS
parameters

SDCCH/ Paging ChI. parameters parameters
by51% by 52% NA NA by NA NA

Congestion (%age)
Regulator Regulator

Regulator
TCH Congestion (%age) 52% 52% NA NA NA NA

3 Connection Maintenance (Retainibilty)
Cail Drop Rate (%age) ~2%

<3% for
densely

At designated

routes < 2% and at
No 53 % «2 years)

~2% ~5 %
No populated

No mandate other routes <3%.
mandate 5 2 % (>2 years) mandate on areas, and

on NW QoS Less than 5% for
on NWQoS NWQoS <6% for

parameters intranetwork calls
parameters parameters other areas

by

Worst affected cells having
by by

Regulator
3% TCH drop [call drop) rate

Regulator NA NA NA Regulator NA NA

%age of connection with
295% NA NA NA NA NA

good voice quality

NA: Not Applicable

Technical challenges - There are certain technology and implementation related issues
which play a key role in the performance of radio networks. Reasons highlighted below are
well known to the mobile communication fraternity, yet it is important to reiterate the technical
and implementation issues when it comes to designing and operating a mobile network.

To list a few issues:

1. Owing to inherent nature of wireless networks, it cannot be built to a call drop free
network or one having 100% Rx Quality. The physical natures of radio waves limit the
efficiency of a communication system to less than 100% even if infinite resources are
assigned. Call drop, for example, specified as :::;2%is accepted globally.

2. Other constraints like lack of a base station to serve a particular area, a typical
architecture with multiple walls, basement, forest and water bodies which diminish the
waves faster and significantly less supply of spectrum against requirement would
further compromise this grade of service.
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3. Changes in temperature, humidity and quantum of dust particles result in differential
coverage in the time frames and geographical space.

4. Subscriber movement, speed of movement, increase/ decrease in subscribers in an
area also impacts the network performance.

5. There are factors beyond the control of service provider that impact quality of service.
Some of such reasons are as follows:

i. Entering into the zones prone to poor signal strength viz; basements, lifts,
building with thick walls etc.

ii. Initiating the calls where signal strength is at just minimum level to initiate the
calls but goes below sustainable level during the call.

iii. Mobile phone battery getting drained or devices having poor receiver sensitivity.
iv. Wrong network setting in mobile handset
v. User's prepaid balance getting exhausted

6. There are scenarios where far end network contributes to poor quality of service.
These include:

i. Non-availability of site. Sealing of cell sites and exorbitant charges in lieu of
granting permissions. Shutting off sites due to EMF issue/fear.

ii. Complex terrains such as hills
iii. Spectrum interference and installation of illegal repeaters by the users
iv. Sudden dip of signal strength due to fading caused by Macroscopic variations

and Microscopic Variations.

Macroscopic variations are due to local mean, long term, or log-normal fading.
Its variation is due to the terrain contour between the BTS and the MS. The
fading effect is caused by shadowing and diffraction (bending) of the radio
waves.

Microscopic variations are due to multipath, short-term, or Rayleigh fading. It is
caused by the fact that as the MS moves, radio waves from many different
reflection paths will be received.

v. New structure (building) coming up will change the propagation characteristics of
the radio coverage serving the users in the vicinity.

vi. Unpredictable radio waves propagation in the vicinity of huge water bodies
vii. Huge open area in a dense clutter will have multiple cells serving and increasing

the interference probability causing call drops

What Telenor (India) is doing to enhance QoS?

Utmost attention is paid to QoS and customer satisfaction in Telenor India. There is close
looping with the customer care and tMe daily network quality report to assess and implement
network expansion or performance rectification. We have embarked on a major initiative to
upgrade our network with the latest state-of-the-art equipment having latest QoS improvement
features. So far we have modernized 50% of our network and it is expected. that as our
network is upgraded our customers would experience a much superior quality experience.
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Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), Govt. of India, has also
acknowledged this fact for Telenor in Hyderabad, Kanpur and Ranchi through its own
independent drive test.

~",.r'
TRAI

Hyderabad

• Alt KPI better than benchmark
• Ranked 1 CSSR%
• Ranked 3 CDR%
.' Ranked 1 CBR%

All KPI better than benchmark
Ranked 1 CSSR%
Ranked 1 CDR%
Ranked 1 CBR%

TRAI conducted BM of 14 Operators TRAI conducted BM of 14 Operators

TRAI's Independent Drive test results from Ranchi, was also given wide publicity in the
national print media which says "In Call Drop Telenor Pass, rest companies Fail". We at
Telenor met the laid down target for call drop in the case of Ranchi whereas all other
Operators were below par level. Additionally as per TRAI Hyderabad and Kanpur had the
best CSSR measure while Call Blocking and Call Drop was the least amongst all Operators.

TRAI DT Results -Hyderabad

• Telenor India's view point is this Consultation paper on network quality of service
standards for cellular mobile telephone services conceived by TRAI is a well thought
out initiative, yet perhaps such proposal for a more stringent performance measure
could be counter-productive without initiating Policy changes that would allow free
access to BTS installations for seamless network coverage.

• Increase awareness against radiation fears amongst the general public so that
installations happen at the intended locations.
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Question wise response

Question 1: In case QoS is mandated at a sub-service area level, which option (LDCA-
wise or District Headquarterl cityl town-wise or BTS-wise) you would recommend?
Please comment with justifications.

Response:

There are limitations in going below LSA level as there is no uniformity in the region split in
various LSAs. For example in case of Andhra Pradesh LSA (AP and Telengana) the number
of district are 23, the same is 62 in the case of Bihar LSA (Bihar and Jharkhand). Such large
collection of districts would impose complications in the report formulation, computation and
reporting. For instance in the case of Telenor, considering the present operational LSAs the
number of districts which will be required to be reported will be 231. Which means there will
be 231 reports everyday or at the periodicity proposed by the Regulator. The count will
increase in future on increase of footprint. The pan India total count is 669 as indicated in
Table 2.2 of this paper.

In addition to these large number of reports, at present different set of reports are sought by
the TERM cells for analyze the quality of service offered by the Operator.

These would get further compounded with the current practice of seeking too many ad-hoc
analysis and reports from the LSA level authorities. Regulatory requirements i.e. TRAI/ TERM/
DoT, for raw data for call drops and its analysis have grown manifold in the last 6 months.
With the split of the reporting into sub-service areas such analysis and reporting will become
humongous, adding to costs and manpower not only for the Service Provider but also for the
Authorities.

In case existing DHQs/town/city definitions are considered, this would mean varying size of
sub-service area and quantum of BTSs and the parameter averaging being done in a non-
uniform/non standard manner. The applicability of a standard QoS benchmark on a non-
uniform sub-service area is questionable.

Moreover different TSPs would be having different number of BTSs, which would mean
averaging of parameters for various TSPs would be non-uniform. If the number of BTSs in a
sub-service area is not significant then the TSPs with lesser number of sites will be placed at a
disadvantageous position.

Thus aligning to LSA level for quality validation makes better sense. In addition measurement
would also get aligned with the License and Spectrum allocation terms, since these are
allocated on License Service Area (LSA) level.

• The main purpose of QoS regulation is benchmarking against a standard, for the
reasons given above any kind of benchmarking across TSP networks will be
inconsistent. Hence, sub-service area level benchmark is not recommended.
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The existing reporting to TRAI covers all the three aspects and further sub division would be
non-standardized I un-productive.

(a) LSA level (22 service areas, 6 in case of Telenor)
(b) Major Cities (63 cities at pan-India level, 11 in case of Telenor)
(d) worst cell count.

The term LDCA is defined by the DoT and not followed by state governments, for consistent
administrative purposes TRAI/DoT needs to provide the demarcated boundary of each sub-
service area (LDCA I DHQI city).

• In our view sub-service area level on LDCAlDHQs/City/Town is not advisable. We
recommend continuing with the present LSA level methodology and all efforts should
be put towards clearing the Policy bottlenecks in rollout of the network as
enumerated in the Preamble.

• We have not found any International reference of sub-service area level
benchmarking in geography comparable to India.

• However, if the Authority decides to implement the sub-service area level reporting
then some level of dilution is required to take care of the geographical variations and
practical challenges on ground. One of the suggestions would be to exclude the
last BTS in the network, other would be to exclude the isolated low traffic BTS.
As including these end BTSs would act as a dis-incentive to TSPs for adding new BTS
at the fringe of the network. This will hamper network expansion for fear to non
conformance to the benchmark.

Question 2: How should the call drop rate calculated - either at the Licensed service
area level calculated during TCBH, or calculated during the Cell Bouncing Busy Hour
(CBBH) at BTS level should be the benchmark? Please give your views on each
parameter, with justification.

Response:

The busiest hour for the network (TCBH) reflects the true performance of the network.
TCBH is the hour of the day when all interfaces and nodes are fully loaded which reflects
actual performance of network at maximum traffic. During this period of the day all elements of
the network radio, transmission, switching, data are working at maximum payload.

Bouncing busy hour on the contrary is reflective of the peak hour per cell (CBBH), at this
instance, a particular cell is handling the maximum traffic, but the corresponding switching or
data networks may not be experiencing maximum payload. So this is not the correct reflection
of the fully loaded network.
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All networks are designed to handle peak load and definitely work better at a much reduced
payload. Localized spurt in traffic may be caused due to various reasons which may not occur
daily e.g. a traffic jam resulting in large number of calls.

In view of the above, we recommend that call drop rate should be measured on TCBH.

Question 3: How should the benchmark for the parameters be revised? Should it be
licensed service area wise or district wise or BTS-wise or a combination? In such cases
what should be the benchmarks? How should the benchmarks be measured? Please
give your views on each parameter, with justification.

Response:

• As mentioned in point 1 above in our viewpoint sub-service area level on
LDCAlDistrictITown is not practically workable.

• The current TRAI thresholds are stringent by international benchmarks.

• We request authority to reiterate its recommendations of 2011 for free access to BTS
installations for seamless network coverage.

Question 4: How could the network parameters be technology agnostic? What are the
parameters and benchmarks that are required to be defined? Please give your views
with justifications.

Response:

Irrespective of technology Network Availability, Accessibility and Retainability are parameters,
which will play key role in providing better QoS to customer. There are different Counters,
KPls and Formulae for calculating KPls in each technology.

The Service Providers with administratively assigned spectrum are running different
technologies at different bands and are handicap when it comes to matching the footprint of
two different technologies. Moreover, 3G and especially 4G being relatively immature
networks, it is not advisable to measure the parameters using the same benchmark as GSM.

Telecom Industry is in the threshold of migration from an old 2G Environment to a 3G/4G and
later 5G environments - all sharing the same spectrum. A resource, which is very limited,
fragmented, and very highly priced. There is huge investment already made by the Industry
and it is facing challenge to optimally use the spectrum while at the same time meet the
customer growing demand for quality, high-speed data and coverage. Fragmentation of
spectrum between various technologies is also bringing in inefficiency not only in terms of
spectrum utilization but also the investment is high due to deployment of multiple technologies
to being in uniform coverage across the operational area.
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This inefficiency of Spectrum utilization and quality of service should further enhance once
there is a complete switch over to the high capacity 4G technologies.

Question 5: Do you think it is essential to mandate the TSPs to set the RLT parameter?
If so what should be the criteria to set the value and the value that needs to be set.
Please comment with justifications.

Response:

The technology parameter viz. RLT and its permissible range of values is defined in the 3GPP
standard.

The primary intent of RLT setting, in the specification to take care of vagaries of nature leading
to very short duration signal fading, say for example inside a lift or while crossing a high rise
building, etc. and ensure that the call does not get unnecessarily disconnected in such a
situation.

This parameter is one of the many technical parameters set in the network, as such RTL value
is set on a cell to cell basis depending on whether it is at the end of network or it is near / far to
the adjacent cell.

We request that RTL parameter value should be left out of the Regulatory ambit as long as it
is within the prescribed limits. It should be best left to the standards governing bodies like
3GPP / ETSI / ITU-T to decide on these parameters.

Question 6: Do you think it will be appropriate to calculate call drop rate through COR
meta data analysis? If so, what should be the benchmarks for such call drop rates
calculated. Please comment with justifications.

Response:

All short duration call terminations can't be attributed to a Call drop. Some good percentage
of these also could be for reasons that "8" party would return back the call. In such a situation
such calls can't be counted on the call drop scenario. Again attributes given to a call
termination by various equipment manufacturers vary and are in most cases not identical.
Whereas the same Whenjcaptured from a Radio network more or less match thus justifying to
approach to use the radio parameters rather than using the CDR. In its own analysis by the
TRAI some times during 2014-2015 as reasoned out why call drop happened has only raised
an eye of suspicion on these short duration calls. Yet in its report the TRAI has by and large
attributed these due to radio parameters, which are easily measurable and quantifiable.

There are ample parameters and counters available to determine a call drop in 'radio',
'handover' and 'signaling or LAPd' categories with further sub-categorization for them also
being available in EMS/OSS.

In our opinion a discussion should be done to understand the root cause of a call drop
rather numerically analyze the symptoms.
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Question 7: Do you think calculation of customer satisfaction index will help in QoE of
the consumer? If so elaborate the methodology of the calculation of such indexes.
What are the latent variable that need to be defined and how are they to be calculated?
Please comment with justifications.

Response:

• We are of the view that there is no need to introduce any performance measurement
tool including Customer satisfaction Index. Publishing such measurement index will
create confusion among consumers as this is a Qualitative issue and cannot be measured
using a fixed methodology.

• The QOE is perception based study and involves a lot of subjective inputs depending on
the market segment, class of customers, spending power, quality of mobile device, area of
residence etc.

• These are best left to the TSPs to develop their own tools to access and analyze the
impact of their products / services in the open market. As such these are used by
customer care teams to internally evaluate customer experience and band loyalty.

• . Regulatory approach to prescribe a calculation methodology for a perception based study
or marketing initiative should be best avoided.

• In addition to the above, the CSI proposed in the paper is just the compilation of QoS
parameters which are already published by TRAI in Performance Indicators report on
quarterly basis for all the parameters highlighting performance against the specified
benchmarks covering all the service areas for all the TSPs. Similarly, the QoS report is
published by TSPs on their website under TRAI direction for the consumer information and
reference.

• TRAI has recently launched QoS Analysis portal highlighting Quality of Service
performance of TSPs can be identified for any specific location in India. Users can also
navigate and view performance metrics from service area to district to city and finally to the
BTS level.

• TRAI also undertakes online survey for quality of service in order to assess customer
perception of service and implementation and effectiveness of various Regulations and
Directions issued by TRAI including Quality of Service as a section. This survey records
consumer views on the scale from 0 to 7 on various issues ranging from network
performance, billing, QoS, VAS, consumer grievance etc. Further consumer has choice to
record his/ her opinion after every 28 days. Since, such extensive survey / measurement
index is already in place and if require, TRAI may publish the comprehensive results on
half-yearly / yearly basis for the information to consumers on the website.

In view of above, we believe there is no need for another measurement index and
existing practice should continue.
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Question 8: What are your views on introducing a graded financial disincentives based
on performance and what should be such quantum of financial disincentives for
various parameters? Please comment with justifications.

Response:

• In the present heightened competitive landscape when comparable services are available
at nearly equal prices, service providers are vying for the share of customer market share.
The quality of service has emerged as a major differentiator in the market place and all
TSPs are striving to improve the quality by investing in spectrum, network and platforms in
order to provide quality service and remain competitive.

• Recently Authority has also launched 'TRAI analytics portal' wherein the comparative
benchmark study of the drive test results are also published by the Authority from time to
time and it is available to all. Same is also available through various media releases and
communicated to all. In addition the reports on quality parameters including cali drop-are
available for the consumers in a visually interactive fashion.

• There has been marked improvement in the network performance report over the past 2
years (Y 2014-16) as TSPs have added capacity and the spectrum has been harmonized
for optimal efficiency.

In this scenario, we recommend that the financial disincentive for QoS should be done
away with.

*****
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